Draft Resolution 2.1

ECOFIN

Co-Sponsors: Poland, Netherlands, Portugal, Australia, USA, Mongolia, Djibouti, Canada, Chad, Chile, Uruguay, Mali, Germany, Bolivia, South Korea, Romania, Cuba, Venezuela, China, Pakistan, Georgia, Algeria, Argentina, Uganda, Turkey, Tuvalu, Cameroon, Kenya. Japan, Tunisia, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Iraq, and Papua New Guinea

Topic: Eradicating Poverty

Bearing in mind poverty has affected many million people,

Deeply concerned that poverty is not just due to a lack of money, it is also due to extreme weather, poor education, and being born into a poor family,

Alarmed by the fact that poverty has taken many people’s lives,

Fully aware that the situation needs to be ended,

1. Approves giving loans and jobs to the impoverished helpful amount of money every 2 months if needed:
   a. Use hotel for poverty and requests residents to give monthly contribution to the hotel for their stay;
2. Considers fundraisers in your country to raise money for the impoverished;
3. Draws the attention to shelters for the impoverished;
4. Calls upon jewelry line for money to pay for schools to pay teachers in schools,
5. Encourages education to get a job;
6. Supports raising minimum wages;
7. Recommends loaning money to start business and as the business grows their will be more workers and they will get money to repay their loans:
   a. Additionally, requests health insurance for the impoverished;
8. Emphasizes to continually to give quality education;
9. Supports more economic security for all;
10. Expresses its hopes for more jobs;
11. Recommends parents or teachers teach kids all the necessary subjects for more innovative ideas;
12. Calls upon stopping widespread corruption;
13. Proclaims education for orphanages;
14. Encourages more soup kitchen to be made;
15. Recommends increasing the age children can work so they can go to school;
16. Calls organizations to help get people jobs;
17. Approves governmental subsidies;
18. Draws the attention to add water pumps in every city:
   a. Water tank provided to every house to collect rainwater.